Quarterly report
September – December 2021

Sow that you may reap!

The later part of every year is a mad rush to get various pieces of work done before the rains arrive. With
one eye on our work and the other on the sky (on cloud-watch!) it is with mixed feelings that we await the
first crack of thunder. Half of you eagerly awaits the rains because their arrival will trigger a cascade of life
emerging from every corner and the fruits of your labours will be revealed and the other half of you is in
knots because there is always a little extra work left to do and whether its an exposed field or an exposed
rammed-earth wall…..rain can be disastrous! 2021 was no different except that the rains came about a
month late (Mid-Dec rather than Mid-Nov) and so we pressed on with the last of the work.
The rains eventually came and we are getting a chance to see the world around us open up to receive them.
We have Foam-nest frogs taking advantage of our “swimming pool” (read: open rainwater tank) and
breeding for the first time in our 7 years here, we finally have a bunch of bananas ripening on our tree and
the tortoises are everywhere. The land feels spongy underfoot where the goats and chickens have broken
soil caps and fertilized as they’ve moved and the field is showing signs that we will have a good harvest of
beans and maize this year. The bird list has increased and my golf-balls are harder to find underneath the
new perennial grasses. It is the season to turn our attention to photographing and recording the change and
telling the stories so that we can inspire others to regenerate the land and lives around them.

Brent, Laurie and Oliver

“Get your house in order first” is solid advice and we are very
fortunate in that the Soft Foot Alliance HQ is our home too. We
literally live our work and the “Soft foot homestead” as its called, is
continually improving.
Our home is an open example for people to come see how all the
aspects of our work are linked to each other.
Livestock, wildlife, agriculture, rainwater-harvesting, natural building,
compost and composting toilets, fuel efficient cooking, a no-kill policy
for snakes and creepy-crawlies of all kinds, ponds, frogs, tortoises,
comfort and health by many different definitions.

We have been here for over seven years now and have lived in a
home that was Laurie’s first build. Recently we added another
building to this place and it represents a new and exciting
opportunity for this community and beyond. Laurie and I live in it and
Oliver has the “old place”. Read more about the rammed earth
building later in the report.

“Spring”, the new goat

Rammed-earth is a code-approved building method that was
developed and approved some 20 years ago by the Standards
association of Zimbabwe but very few examples of it exist for
people to see and appreciate. Its relatively quick to do and
uses the materials found locally. It’s a viable replacement for
burnt brick homes that most people want these days. The
advantages are many and include the fact that no trees are
cut down to burn bricks, the walls are thick which means
they have “thermal mass” meaning they keep the building
cool in summer and warm in winter if orientated right and
protected with overhanging roofs. The walls “breath” which
means that moisture can pass through and we don’t see
black mould etc develop indoors which is very unhealthy.
We put a building team together between the end of
September and the middle of December and they built the
home whilst learning the Rammed-earth method. It is a
labour-rich method and the labour was the highest cost but
in areas where people make and burn bricks for sale because
there is little else to do that brings in an income….Rammed
earth again provides an alternative.

The home build at the Soft Foot
Homestead is very much a “modelhome” in that it was a test to train the
builders, to show people a living
example and to promote the method
locally.

The building team

Earthen walls

Our so-called Regenerative Credit
system that the Soft Foot Alliance is
trialing in the communities here is
linked too because it is with these
regenerative points (earned by
community members for regenerative
works) that people can acquire one of
these homes in their own homesteads.
Then, once built, people can host
visiting villages to come learn about
regenerative work in action.
The building team is a solid unit with
experience under their belts now and
raring to go on the next building.
We are hoping to start developing our
Soft foot training centre soon and this
building method will be a big part of
that.
So this was a “Model home” for sure!

As mentioned in all the reports before this one,
Holistic management of Livestock is central to all
we do at the Soft Foot Alliance. In AgroPastoralist communities like the ones we work in,
the management of livestock or lack thereof can
have the most profound impact on people’s lives
and the environments they live in. In the same
way that livestock can be used to fertilize soils
and create conditions for food to grow, so too
can unattended livestock reek havoc on people’s
crops and destroy livelihoods.
To put it bluntly, the management of livestock is
the most important aspect of our work!
We have worked with these communities for
several years now with all sorts of incentives and
ideas to help people manage their animals
holistically but honestly it is only really now, with
the introduction of our regenerative credits
system that people seem to be willing to try and
manage their grazing to a plan.

We sat down in December and worked
out our available paddocks, their
relative grazing value and how long we
can have animals in each in order to
keep the animals healthy and allow the
plants to rest too. We incentivize the
following of this plan by awarding
points to the livestock owners and
herders and deduct points if people
don’t follow the agreed plan.
As the rains have arrived now we can
see areas that are being left alone, void
of livestock, while the vegetation grows
and have calendared when the herds
can enter them. It is very exciting to see
how the community does and what the
land will show for their and their
livestock’s efforts.
Between Masikili and Ndajila villages
we have one large cattle herd and two
large herds of goats.

The Masikili goat group have put
all their goats in one mobile boma
during the night and are herded
together to the designated
paddocks during the day.

We provided a mobile
water-point where the
livestock would gather
after grazing in their
designated paddocks and
used that temporary
concentration of hooves
and dung to heal eroded
areas and grow grass.

In this image you can see
cattle behind a mobile
fence to concentrate
them in a gully area in
November 2021

Sobajimba November 2021

This is the same area
just 6 weeks later
and after some rain
showing that the
animals successfully
broke the soil’s cap
which allowed rain
to soak in and grass
plants to grow.

Sobajimba January 2022

This area is now part
of the grazing plan
and is in the
calendar to be
grazed for a week
from the 25th of
January.
From a desert to a
pasture using
livestock as the tool!

You tool!
We don’t often think of livestock as tools but
they really are the only ones left available to
us to us to regenerate and maintain large
landscapes within the savannah belts. We use
the “brittleness scale” to describe the relative
humidity of an area across the year and these
areas, with a distinct wet season and a long
hot dry season are considered very brittle.
Rain falls on exposed soils and evaporates
leaving behind rock-hard soil caps that resist
water soaking in or grass seeds penetrating.
Cloven-hooved animals like cattle and goats
are “tooled-up” to break that soil cap, fertilize
the soil with dung and urine, eat standing
vegetation and crush uneaten grass and
leaves into a protective mulch. Like any tool
they need to be kept dry, fueled up and cared
for and they will do their job for life.
We consider our goats and chickens as
partners in our regenerative journey.

After three years an
area that was once a
desert is now a
productive village
garden where 30+
households now get a
weekly share of
nutritious food!

There are some overused clichés about water
being life etc but really, when we look at our work
throughout the year it boils down to either
preparing the land so that when the rains come it
can do its work effectively or actually trying to
catch as much of it as possible both in artificial
means and in the land so that what does fall from
the sky is made “effective” and not lost in rapid
run-off or evaporation. It blows your mind when
you calculate how much water in litres falls on
any given area, even in relatively arid areas like
ours.
Our annual average rainfall is about 600mm.
The formula is this: 1mm of rain falling on 1
square meter of area = 1 litre of water.

The Soft Foot Alliance homestead is on 3 hectares
of land which is 30 000 square meters.
600mm of rain falling on that 3 hectares is a
massive 18 million litres!!!!

When you do these calculations you
realize in all but the worst arid areas
on earth it is not so much a lack of
rain but more about the fact that its
not harvested.
It can be harvested straight off roofs
etc but also and probably more
importantly, in the land. The land has
to be prepared to receive and harvest
the rain though and that is what we
do with contour swales, gabions, onerock dams, livestock grazing to a plan
and breaking the soil cap, mulching
soil to protect the surface and keep
the moisture from evaporating or
running off.
If we live like every drop counts then
we actually have plenty of rain.

Spreadsheet showing the various activities that attract points

Our Regenerative Credits system
continues to develop as a working
experiment. We have built a
spreadsheet into which data
collected by a village committee is
entered monthly. With points
earned for various regenerative
activities and points deducted for
various degenerative
activities…each individual signed
up gets a point balance by monthend.
The spreadsheet took some
developing but we have a system
now that is running smoothly and
it is bearing results. People are
working hard at home and on a
community level to regenerate
their landscapes and community
and they are being rewarded for it.
We will be fundraising soon to get
more support to back this up and
keep it going.

Our calendar at the Soft Foot Alliance
is always heavily weighted towards the
end of the dry season, with land
preparations and building projects
dominating our days….it is flat out
work as we do as much as we can
before the rains come in about midNovember usually. 2021 was only
different in that the rains came about a
month late and so we took advantage
of the dry weather and pressed on
with various projects. To the point
where our community thought that
Laurie had control of the rain and
would only let it fall when her rammed
earth home was complete! It didn’t
help matters when the rain came a few
days after the house was finished!

In the Honesty-box this time
we have to admit that we have
done little or no updating on
social media or on the website
for months as we
concentrated on getting our
work done.
For those that follow us, I
assure you that plans are afoot
to send out a lot of new and
exciting content soon as we
can now put our feet up for a
bit and enjoy the sound of
distant thunder.
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We have taken on more staff including a local builder with Natural building
experience and a local lady who will work on shedding light on indigenous
knowledge of local foods both wild and farmed as well as bee-keeping and
food processing – connecting regeneration to culture!
We are that much closer to getting our lease for a plot of land on which we
will build and develop The Soft Foot Alliance skills and community centre.
Our own goat herd has grown by one more this quarter so we have 9 now.
That will be a large enough herd for now, at least until the land has improved a
bit and we can increase the herd size.
Our existing rainwater tanks are all full at the Soft foot homestead and so we
have purchased 3 more 5000lt tanks to collect the rain before it ends. We
intend to build a 30 000lt underground tank attached to the Model home too.
Once done that will mean we will have 67 000lts of water storage and that is
enough to see us through the long dry season with water to spare.
4 more 3500lt rainwater jars were build in homesteads of regenerators
A village group continued to make two-plate rocket-stoves for people in their
homesteads both in our focal villages and further afield, for which the group
earned “group points”
Another village group moved around helping neighbours make contour swales
to harvest rainwater in fields
Sobajimba graden continues to be the focal point for permaculture training
The Sobajimba members hosted a visiting group from Pelam and the ACHM to
share learnings around permaculture and holistic management
Carpentry skills developed around fittings such as window-frames and doors in
rammed earth building aswell as the first owl boxes being produced this
quarter.

Contact & follow us

FACEBOOK:
https://m.facebook.com/softfootalliance/

laurie@softfootalliance.org
brent@softfootalliance.org

Special Appreciation

Twalumba, Siabonga,
Thank you!
Our sincere thanks go to our partners and generous donors with special mention of The Klein
Family foundation and the Global development group without their generous support our work is
just not possible

